2008 pontiac grand prix headlight problems

We have a Pontiac Grand Prix. We have replaced the bulbs and checked the fuse which was
okay but the front headlights still will not come on. The bright head lights and running lights
still work. We had it put on the machine and the person said it was a wiring issue. Brandon
answered 9 years ago. Michael answered 9 years ago. I had the same exact issue with my grand
prix. In that insance it was a faulty parking brake switch. The parking brake deactivates the
headlights and DRL.. Depending on which headlight switch you have, GMs column mounted
headlight switches are notorious for going out and only killing only the low beam headlight
function marker lights and high beams still work. The dash mounted switches do not have the
same issue. Hope one of them help you. Robert answered 9 years ago. Michael answered 7
years ago. Omg my day lights not working would my emg brake have anything to do with it ,, I
have tried new Bulbs, nothing ,, the car still dings letting me know that I have left my lights on
but they not working ,, It seems they are in drive in mould!! Sean answered 6 years ago. Faulty
neutral safty switch A few times and its always worked. Just had the same problem with my
pontiac grand prix. The headlight switch was replaced with no luck. The fuses and the
headlights were checked and they were both fine. Finally it was figured out that the relay
needed to be replaced. Hope this helps all of you fellow grand prix owners! I decided to replace
both low beams and when I did this, both light don't work at this time. Sean answered 5 years
ago. I have a 07 grand prix 6 cyl. Its been 2 months without any problems. The relay is located
under the hood in the fuse box labeled 35 DCM Module. I got mine from; rockauto. I have a 02
grand prix. All my lights work okay but when I put my turn signal it won't flash. And just the left
side of my emergence lights turn on? Joe answered 5 years ago. You da man! Thanks for the
pics of the relay and box position. Of course they do this on purpose. Cody answered 5 years
ago. Thank you Sean. I've been wondering why this kept happening. It totally worked. I really
appreciate you. Becca answered 4 years ago. Changed the fuse worked for about an hour is
back to not working. What else should I look for? Heather answered 4 years ago. I have a grand
prix, low lights are not working. Mechanic says there is no power from fuse box but wants
dollars just to look, what could cause. I have tried everythrelse I have read on here. Heather
there a relay switch for the lights have Auto Zone or Orelliy they can look and find for you.
JmoNeY24 answered 4 years ago. Try wiggling the wires that are near the fuse box under the
hood and see if the lights come on and off. I have a 99 grand am I don't have headlight new
bulbs what else can be and if it a fuse what number i want toauto zone they didn't now what do
either. I have a 99 grand am I don't have headlight new bulbs what else can be and if it a fuse
what number i want to auto zone they didn't now what do either. Singlemomof6 answered 3
years ago. This may be stupid question how do you know if the relay is bad? Is it like a burnt
fuse? Cassandra answered 3 years ago. I have a pontiac grand prix and am trying to replace the
parking lamp relay but there are wires where the diagram says the relay should be? There is a
recall on the headlight modules for last gen Grand Prix's. I have an 07 GXP and have had the
recall work done. My 08 grand prix is having the headlight issue, all other lights work except the
headlights. Well after reading some of your guys' comments, I figured out what is causing it. I
opened the fuse box under the hood and the relay some of you mentioned is Well it's a nice
shiny silver pile of melted relay I'll have to upload a pic of it when I get the chance. Timothy
answered 2 years ago. The headlights arent working so ive checked all fuses and they are good.
All wires going from fuse box, under the hood to the headlights, hace power except for the
purple wire. Is there a relay in the fuse box that would cause the purple wire not to have
power?? If so, would that cause the headlights not to work?? Dan answered 5 months ago.
Replace the low beam headlight relay in the fuse box under the hood. Mark answered 3 months
ago. There was a customer satisfaction bulletin issued for this problem that GM would take care
of the problem no cost. My sons 08 just started experiencing this issue. I checked with the
dealer and it expired in After speaking with GM they do not want to fix the issue. I explained that
I bought the car used and it just now started acting up. The bright head lights and running lights
still wor The problem i am having is the neither low or high beam lights will not work on the
right side, but they both work on the left side. I have already installed a new wiring harness, still
won't work I had hid lights that blew, replaced with factory and after two days my headlights
won't even come back on.. For some reason my power windows won't work my power seats
won't work the door locks won't work the brake lights won't work only the middle brake light
works on my Pontiac Grand Prix does anyo Hi, I have a pontiac grand prix gxp, both low beam
headlights won't come on. Fuse is good. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and
make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Front
headlights won't work. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.

Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Search Pontiac Grand Prix
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Chevrolet Monte Carlo 3 listings. Used Pontiac Grand Am 4 listings. Used
Pontiac GTO 3 listings. Used Cars For Sale. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. I bought this car
used with low mileage, around 30, miles in November My headlights are not working on dim.
They work fine on bright. Seems like this could be an electrical problem or a short, because the
dims work at times and then will go off if you hit a bump. This has happened several times since
I bought the car. Warranty ran out so I took it to an individual mechanic who replaced the
dimmer switch. That didn't fix the problem. I also had to replace the power steering pump within
the first year or two of purchasing this car. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake
gasket leak engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect Grand Prix recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Now, to go
one step further, the fuse failed for a reason. Was the connector in good shape? Did you bump
anything during the replacement that may have caused the fuse to fail? If the fuse fails again,
further diagnostics will need to be done to find the issue. I have a feeling my hubby might have
blown it, installing an after-market Bluetooth stereo a few weeks back. I will definitely keep an
eye on it. Was this answer helpful? Keep us updated if it fails again. Roy Was this answer
helpful? If you are sure the bulbs are good, I would recommend checking the switch as well as
the multi function switch on the steering column. The high beams come on, the fuses are good
and the circuit breakers seem to work take them out and the highs quit. I'm not any other
problems, What else can I do. Many times I get cars to come into my shop with this problem and
both bulbs are burnt out. The high beams still work though, and they use the same bulb. I
checked the fuses - their good. The circuit breaker also seems to work take it out and the high
beams go off. Thanks Was this answer helpful? After a few seconds they come back on. I
replaced the head light switch in the dash but that did not help. Is there a relay located
somewhere that may cause this? Thanks, Mike Was this answer helpful? The lights run through
the dimmer from the switch then to the headlights. Here is a pic. Good find. Was this answer.
That should have nothing to do with it but you never know. Roy Was this answer. Both my
lowbeam headlights dont work but my highbeams do and I just replaced the one headlight 2
months ago, plus I lost my daytime headlight last year, I am reading a p code? It sounds like
there is a problem with the switch. This may sound silly but have you checked the bulbs? Well I didn't notice it. I would replace them, they have 2 filaments in each bulb and my guell is the
low beam filament is burnt out. Cool - Let me try that see if
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it works. Thanks Was this answer. Thanks, Mike Was this answer. Well it sound like the
dimmer switch is bad. And after a year now the brights stopped working. So I dnt have low
beams or high beams. What could be wrong? Waht can I do to fix it. Welcome to the forum, I'd
check the voltage circuits at the high and low beam relays in the power distribution center,
under the hood. Just pull the relay, use a testlite, see how many hot circuits, two for each relay
should be hot all the time. You need to have codes checked, see if it shows anything? The
headlamp switch sends signal to bcm, bcm grounds the coil side of those relays, mentioned.
When you check fuses, also use a testlite and check for voltage on the fuse circuit. Even if the
fuse is good, if there is no voltage on the circuit, the circuit is still dead. Okay what is a testlite?
Please login or register to post a reply. Related Headlight Not Working Content. Headlight
Wiring Diagram? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

